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Welcome to the inaugural issue of the ILD Soc Australian and New Zealand
Chapter Newsletter.
The newsletter will be a quarterly publication that will keep chapter members
informed about current and future trends in the rapidly evolving world of
tactical data links. Gary Moran and Jock McManus, as co-chairs of the chapter,
are committed to delivering a newsletter that provides educated commentary
on technology trends and applications that are shaping the Australian and New
Zealand defence data link and communications space.
In this first publication of IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter Newsletter we are aiming to
update you on the direction of the chapter and encourage active involvement
from members. In addition to chapter and event details we will draw on the
experience and knowledge of Defence and Industry professionals to ensure we
cover the broadest range of topics possible.
We would like this publication to be a two way communications tool. We
hope that you will contact either Gary, Jock or Carmen with any opinions,
article suggestions, ideas, complaints or compliments - regarding both the
AS/NZ Chapter and the AS/NZ data links and communications industry.
Yours in TDL’s.
Gary Moran & Jock McManus
Co-chairs IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

IDL Soc Australia & New
Zealand Chapter update
A formal call for the following positions will be
distributed to all members during August.
» Assistant Industry Events Coordinator
» Assistant Defence Events Coordinator
» Chapter Treasurer
» Formal vote for Chapter Secretariat position
Reminder to all members to please ensure your personal
details are up to date. Logon to www.idlsoc.com to
update these.
The first AS/NZ Chapter event will be held late August
2006. The event will be in the form of a dinner in
Canberra – all members will be notified via email
of invitation.
A reminder to all members that the IDLS Annual
Symposium 2006 is being held in Copenhagen,
Denmark on the 19-21st of September. Feedback from
thesymposium would be much appreciated and can be
forwarded to carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au
We welcome your feedback and thoughts on the first
Chapter Newsletter – please forward your comments to
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au

Upcoming events
3 Aug

Convergent Technologies - TIEWG
Seminar - Canberra

1 Sep

Jico Symposium - El Paso Texas

19 Sep

IDL Symposium - Copenhagen,
Denmark

19 Sep

2006 Safeguarding Australia Summit
and Exposition - Canberra

27 Sep

Military Data Fusion - SMI - London

11 Oct

TIEWG Defence Only - Canberra

17 Oct

NZ Defence & Industry Conference
New Zealand

24 Oct

2006 Land Warfare Conference Brisbane

24 Oct

AFR Counter Terrorism Summit 2006
Melbourne

Thank to all who contributed to this issue of the
Newsletter. If you have any suggestions for articles for
the next newsletter or wish to contribute please advise
either Jock or Gary or forward your suggestions to
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au

Call for positions

Please advise of any events or ideas that you have in
regards to the activities of the AS/NZ Chapter.

» Chapter Treasurer
» Assistant Defence Events Coordinator
» Assistant Industry Events Coordinator
» Vote for Chapter Secretariat
Please contact the Chapter Secretariat for more
information on the positions.
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Network Centric Warfare Demonstration a continuing success for the TIE Integration Office
Successful implementation of Network Centric Warfare
principles and directives will fundamentally alter the
way in which the Australian Defence Force undertakes
operations in the future. There is a wide range of literature
available from within both Defence and Defence Industry
that discuss the NCW initiative, however very few have
had the opportunity to actually experience a network
battlefield environment first hand and gain an
understanding of the enormity of what is being
undertaken.

delivery of the NCW message in the first leg of the NCW
Road Show at Adams Hall ADFA. The objective of
the demonstrator in this instance was to provide a
practical example of the concept of Network Centric
Warfare to a broad audience within and associated
with Defence from the cadet level up.
Looking forward we are now in the planning stages to
provide demonstration assistance to the upcoming Land
Warfare Conference. Look out for more details as the
demonstration is likely to take on a new and exciting form.

The Tactical Information Exchange
(TIE) Integration Office Variable
Message Format (VMF) Lab originally
developed a demonstration entitled
“VMF in a Multi-TADIL Environment”
for the International Data Link
Symposium 2005 held in Sydney. The
demonstration received international
acclaim, not only for the message
it portrayed but also for the way in
which Defence and Defence Industry worked
together, sharing capabilities and technical
understanding to achieve common connectivity and
interoperability, in order to deliver NCW objectives for
the Australian Defence Force (ADF).
The demonstration is a collaboration of efforts from the:
» Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office
Variable Message Format Lab
» Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO)
» SAAB Systems Australia
» Rockwell Collins Australia
» Northrop Grumman
» ADI Limited
Most recently the demonstration was utilised as a
feature piece of the Defence & Industry 2006
conference held in Canberra ACT. The key objective
for the demonstrator at this event was to reinforce the
benefits of Defence and Defence Industry working
together to mitigate risk in tackling future issues for
the ADF. Considered as a successful and beneficial
component of the D&I conference, the demonstration
was viewed by some 600 delegates over the 3 day event.
Earlier in May the demonstrator was used to assist in the
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For more information on the NCW demonstration
and upcoming events, please contact:
Georgia Miles
NCW Demonstrator – Project Manager
M 0423 289 123
E georgia.miles@sverdrup.com.au
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Seizing the Opportunities of Software Defined Radio
and Internet Protocol Version 6
Dr Rainer Ignetik and Mr Paul Burns
5th July 2006

Introduction
The Australian Defence Force (ADF) faces a number
of challenges with new technologies coming on stream
within the next decade. The intent of this article is to give
the reader a general appreciation of the evolving Software
Defined Radio (SDR) and Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6)
technologies and the impact they will have on the ADF
capability development process and in particular on
Tactical Digital Information Links (TADILs). In the
context of the Capability Development Group (CDG),
which focuses on developing proposals for Major Capital
Equipment (MCE), SDR and IPv6 will have an all pervasive
effect. It can be argued that the CDG needs to change its
approach to capability development based on the advent
of technologies such as SDR and IPv6. The Capability
Development Manual 2006 defines capability as;
“Capability is generated by Fundamental Inputs
to Capability comprising organisation, personnel,
collective training, major systems, supplies, facilities,
support, command and management.”

The ADF belief is that Network Centric Warfare (NCW) is
about enhancing ADF warfighting capability. SDR and
IPv6 are key enablers for the communications required
to support of NCW because SDRs function as packet
switched nodes in a network with wideband capability
and dynamically reconfigurable capacity and protocol
support.
Taking the Initiative: Decisive Policy for IPv6 and
SDR
Some Governments have mandated the adoption of IPv6
in agency networks, particularly the US Government. Also
China, Korea and Japan are moving towards full
adoption of IPv6 in their economies. As recently as last
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Ally Governments have yet to issue a policy on SDR
acquisition and sustainment with the exception of US
Department of Defence which has embarked on the
ambitious Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) program.
JTRS conceived in the late 1990’s intends to eventually
supplant more that 750,000 radios in the current US
military inventory. JTRS devices can be programmed with
a variety of software communication applications, which
in the radio world are called “waveforms”. There is a draft
“CIOG Management Strategy for the Acquisition and
Sustainment of SDR Technology” being prepared by CIOG.
SDR and IPv6 Coupled Technology

In order to bring about a desired operational effect
in a nominated environment within a specified time
and to sustain that effect for a period of time, all the
Fundamental Inputs to Capability (FIC) will be affected by
these technologies and will need to be examined jointly.

I

year the Chief Information Officer Group (CIOG) ADF has
issued a policy on IPv6 implementation which mandates
a transition IPv6 by 2013. When the ADF CIOG mandated
Pv6 by 2013 the responses internally ranged from
jubilation to despair. Like most Information Technology
(IT) professionals, Defence’s IT staff is busy and some
perceived the transition as “change for change sake”.
Others could foresee the inevitable train smash of IPv6
with expectations and current technology and await
further guidance in the form of Transition Plans.

S

In the Defence realm, SDR and IP have become formally
coupled over the last 6-7 years by virtue of the Software
Communications Architecture (SCA) specification which is
now administered by the US Joint Project Executive Office
(JPEO). The JPEO also lists SDR and the transition from
IPv4 to IPv6 as two of its seven pillars for the creation of
the Global Information Grid (GIG). IP is now so ubiquitous
that it makes the obvious choice for layer three in the
Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model in a military SDR.
IP enabled SDRs will be crucial for the development of Ad
Hoc networking in military operational environments and
the marriage of the two is likely to lead to other advances
in communications techniques that previously were not
possible with hardware defined platforms and circuit
switch technologies.
Moore’s Law Impact on SDR
The advances in software programmable silicon chip
technologies underpin the signal processing hardware in
the SDR. Gordon Moore of Intel observed back in 1965
that the data processing power of integrated circuits
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was doubling approximately every eighteen months. This
phenomenon later became known as Moore’s Law
where it was predicted that the trend would continue
for several decades. The same trend has been observed
(Ref: Software Defined Radio for 3G, Artech House) up
until the present day in SDR processing devices like Digital
Signal Processors (DSPs), although there are indications
that newer techniques other than silicon chip process
shrinkage in two dimensions will be required to maintain
Moore’s Law.
The silicon chip industries future is however predicated
on this ever expanding rate of processing power increase
and this means that the hardware platform that powers
an SDR today will be some six times more powerful in five
years time simply by upgrading to the latest devices from
the manufacturer.
The commercial development of communications
technologies over the last ten years has been driven
by many factors including Moore’s Law, increasing
modularity of components enabled by IP, standardisation,
the development of powerful software based engineering
tools and of course the implementation of more systems
using software and generic computing resources (e.g.
SDRs). All these factors have led to each new generation
of commercial wireless communications technology
appearing more quickly than the last.
ADF Scene Setting
The ADF currently has a small SDR capability and it is
inevitable that it will be significantly expanded over the
next decade and will be used by all forces. Over the next
decade SDR will be acquired either as a major part of
current and future radio communications focussed
projects or a smaller part of major platforms like AIR
6000, AIR 7000 Phase 2 or SEA 4000. The ADF will need
to accommodate SDR in its NCW Roadmap and new
Operational Scenarios. The linkage of ADF Projects
through SDR and IPv6 is potentially large. These
technologies are not Navy, Army, Special Forces or
Air Force specific but they are change drivers. They are
pervasive and will affect a multitude of major acquistion
projects as shown in the Figure 1. Figure 1 atempts to
show a core of “Connect” projects listed from the
Defence Capability Plan 2004-2014 (DCP), which are
potentially heavy users of SDR and IPv6 technology. A
prime example of a heavy user could be the Battlespace
Communications System Land/Air JP 2072. Outside
the inner ellipse are the “Heavy Information Users”
supported by these technologies. On the outer rim are
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the light “Information users”.
Refer overleaf - Figure 1 SDR Impact on DCP Projects
SDR Impact on TADILs
SDR has the potential to improve interoperability
and reduce costs for TADILs. The flexibility and increased
capability of a SDR means that it can be easily configured
to support communications on several RF channels each
using a different waveform. This means that one radio
can potentially operate several data links. Another
advantage of SDR is the reduction in the amount of
communications equipment carried by each platform.
At present one platform must carry a proliferation of
communications equipment to support Link-11,
Link-16, and Variable Message Format (VMF). Given
that SDR eliminates this requirement it will bring
down costs, reduce space consumed and should
reduce power consumption.
However at present the implementation of complex
waveforms like Link-11 and Link-16 on SDRs has
not been achieved. The evaluation of such complex
waveforms implementation is yet to be completed.
Capability Development
The impact of SDR on the capability development
process within in ADF is expected to be significant if the
process does not mature with the technology. It will
require a comprehensive review of the current approach.
In the past ADF could conceive workable “big-bang” plans
to fully develop a new system over 5-10 years and then
deploy it to the field for a further fifteen to twenty
years. This concept of a “life-of-type” (LOT) for military
communications systems components is now a thing
of the past and the acquisition paradigm must change.
Refer overleaf - Figure 2 Target Acquisition Window
Here the concept of a “Target Acquisition Window” (TAW)
goes some way to replacing the LOT paradigm. Refer to
Figure 2 Target Acquisition Window, which attempts to
represents graphically the concept. When applied to
SDR, TAW is defined as the period of time in the future
that the acquisition organisation must “aim for and hit”
to be successful at delivering the right mix of algorithms/
waveforms/air-interfaces, generic signal processing power
and system complexity at the right cost. If the project
undershoots the window, the underlying hardware
platform (Number of Million of Instructions per Second
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Figure 1 SDR Impact on DCP Projects

HEAVY INFORMATION USERS
JP 2077

JP 2080
CONNECT

JP 2089

JP 2008

JP 2043

JP 8001

JP 2068

JP 2069

JP 2030

JP 2072

AIR 5077

SEA 4000
JP 2065

JP 2060
LAND 121

JP 2064

JP 2047

SEA 1442/1772

AIR 6000

JP 126

INFORMATION USERS

SEA 1448

AIR 8000

SEA 1439

AIR 5333

Figure 2 Target Acquisition Window
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(MIPS) in the DSPs) will not be able to host the software
required, resulting either in substandard performance,
functionality of both. However if the window is over-shot
by a small margin, then SDR hardware platform will be
under utilised. However if the overshoot is significant
then the SDR could be potentially useless if the waveform
has been superseded by the latest commercial standard
wireless protocol which is significantly more
computationally demanding than the last. The TAW
is represented in the trajectory diagram, where the
horizontal axis represents the capability space in
a nominated and specified time. The vertical axis
symbolizes the multi dimensional space of technical
maturity and algorithmic complexity.
ADF’s current capability development methodology is to
specify a set of waveforms to be implemented at a specific
point of time without any view to the roadmap of future
development, “the technical forecast”.
By estimating the continuum of both the algorithmic
complexity of the waveforms and the technical maturity
of the technology (hardware and software) into the future,
the ADF will be able to focus on the impacts of under
or overshooting the TAW and make modifications to the
program to maximize the capability and longevity of the
solution.
Conclusions
Both SDR and IPv6 are NCW enablers. SDR and
IPv6 technologies are tightly coupled and will have
a significant impact on the capability development
approach in the ADF. In the context of CDG, which
focuses on the developing proposals for MCE, SDR
and IPv6 will have an all pervasive effect. It is argued that
the CDG will need to change its approach to capability
development based on the advent of SDR and IPv6. The
ADF will need to change its acquisition process paradigm.
By changing the acquisition process approach and
incorporating ideas like TAW, the ADF is expected to
improve its ability to provide capability into the future.
The use of IPv6 is expected to provide the convergence
layer for integrating sensors, weapons and command and
control nodes and other information applications. The
ADF IPv6 transition planning and SDR strategy for
acquisition which is overdue will ensure that Defence is
ready to take full advantage of major Defence capabilities
programmed for delivery after 2013 that will operate IPv6
and SDR that will incorporate an IPv6 routing capability.
The impact on TADILs is also likely to be significant. The
reduction in number of equipment and costs and power
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consumption for TADILs will be the main benefits. Further
development and testing of complex waveforms like
Link-11 and Link-16 for SDR is taking place.

TIE IO Land TDL
VMF Lab goes airborne
Mr Richard Barwise
Land TADILS Cell
TIE Integration Office

The Australian Defence Materiel Organisation, Tactical
Information Exchange Integrations Office’s Variable
Message Format Laboratory has recently procured
three 17m Aerostats from TCOM LP Pty Ltd.
The Aerostats, which are the same as those currently
in-service with the United States Marine Corps, are
designed to carry lightweight electrically powered
payloads up to altitudes of 300m. Each system consists
of the aerostat, telemetry and airborne power system,
electro-optical tether, mooring system, power
management and a control station. It comes on a
single trailer configuration that can be towed by a
mid-sized vehicle for ease of deployment and has a
flight duration of approximately seven days dependant
on weather conditions.
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Different mission profiles have been identified for
each of the three Aerostats with one being earmarked
for immediate deployment in support of Australian
operations, the second will be used for communications
range extension trails in support of JP2072 and the third
fitted with a sensor suite.
Tests and trials based around each of these mission
profiles will enable Australian Defence Force Tactics,
Techniques and Procedures to be developed as the
Land Environment moves to the data enabled
networked battlespace of tomorrow.

Land Environment
Information Exchange
Requirements
Mr Walter McKinnon
Lockheed Martin STASYS Australia

The ADF is in the process of acquiring a wide range
of land platforms and capabilities with a requirement
to operate in the networked battlespace. The primary
means of achieving the level of networking required
will be through the development of digital information
exchange capabilities largely based upon the
implementation of Variable Message Format (VMF).
While this direction is clear, the magnitude of such an
undertaking both in terms of scale and the diversity of
platform requirements must not be underestimated. Prior
to proceeding with the implementation of VMF, C4ISREW
– Army Future Warfare Branch in collaboration with LM
STASYS Australia Pty Ltd, has identified a need to define
and capture the Information Exchange Requirements
(IERs) and Information Exchange Capabilities (IECs) for
ADF land platforms.

The procurement of the three aerostats by the Tactical
Information Exchange Integration Office is a low cost
risk mitigation activity that will provide the benefits of
technical advice and evaluation into the capability
selection under future major capital equipment
projects.

The capture of this information will allow Army to
characterise and accurately display a consolidated
Land Environment Architecture and to support current
and future Land Projects in the definition of IERs and
capabilities to achieve interoperability in the Land, Joint
and Coalition environments. As a result of this IER and
IEC capture activity Army will be able to identify where
potentially critical interoperability/capability gaps
currently exist and to develop appropriate remediation
strategies as a result.
Discussions between Army Future Warfare Branch and
LM STASYS Australia, also highlighted the need for an
ADF Land Environment Graphic to support comparison
between and provide details of platform communications
capabilities. This graphic will be developed using the
data collected through the information capture process
and will provide key Army stakeholders with a simple
tool to assess the degree of interoperability between
platforms and to consider the impacts associated with
the integration of new platforms/capabilities into the
Land Environment Architecture.
The relationship between this architecture and capability
is obvious and essential. The consolidated Land
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Environment Architecture will establish and define the
Army’s baseline capability and support and influence
the acquisition, implementation and operation of future
information exchange capabilities needed to support
the Hardened Networked Army (HNA). The partnership
between the ADF and Defence industry, as highlighted
here is equally essential for the delivery of Australian
Defence capabilities.

ADF Joint Interface
Control Officer (JICO)
Vehicle
Mr Darren Lepp
Australian Defence Force Tactical Data Link Authority

The ADF Tactical Data Link Authority (AFDTA) is
responsible for the provision of support and assistance
in multi-TDL planning and operational maintenance
to ensure effective tactical information exchange is
achieved. To meet this responsibility, ADFTA has
developed a prototype mobile monitoring shelter
capable of real-time analysis of both Link 11 and
Link 16 networks.
This new capability will enable the
ADFTA to provide support to the
ADF Joint Interface Control Officer
(JICO) including advice to improve
performance of TDL operations in real
time during ADF and multinational
exercises.

» Link Monitoring System – Multi TDL (LMSMT) used to
perform real-time analysis of the Link 16 RF signal as
well as message traffic analysis for both Link 11 and
Link 16. The LMSMT comprises of 2 operator work
stations, the AN/GRR 43 Link 16 receiver and a Link 16 		
antenna mounted on a 30 ft telescoping mast.
» Link Monitoring System – Link 11 (LMS 11) is capable
of real-time analysis of the Link 11 RF signal. It is capable
of monitoring both CLEW and SLEW waveforms.
» USQ 125 Link 11 Data Terminal Set.
» 2 x Rohde & Schwarz XK2400 HF Transceivers 1 x HF
transceiver for voice communications and 1 x HF
transceiver for monitoring the Link 11 network.
» AN/PSC-5A Spitfire Satellite Radio - Utilised for
secure, reliable long range voice communications with
platforms participating on the data link network.
» OPTUS MobileSAT S2 - Utilised for voice
communications and with the addition of a speakeasy
secure data transfer. This equipment is expected to be 		
replaced by an INMARSAT.
Exercise Talisman Sabre 2005 was chosen to test the
prototype as the exercise provided scope for testing both
Link 11 and Link 16 networks employed in a combined
interoperability exercise between Australian and U.S.
Forces, including Link11 and Link16 Operations, Special
Forces Operations, Amphibious Landings at Shoalwater
Bay, Artillery and Infantry Manoeuvres
		
and Air Combat Training.
The deployment provided invaluable
and rare exposure of ADF personnel
to multi-link operations and the
opportunity to undergo training in
a live link 16 environment.

The prototype JICO shelter is designed
to fit within a single container mounted
on the back of a commercially available
6 wheel drive vehicle with separate
trailers required to tow the generator
and air conditioning units for
the shelter.

More recently the ADF JICO was
deployed for exercise Ocean Protector
and Tasmanex 2006 where it supported
Navy Training in Link11, Special Forces
Operations, Anti-Submarine Warfare,
Naval Gunfire Trials and Air Support
Training.

The shelter seats two operators and
houses all electrical, communications,
computer and link monitoring
equipment. The ADF JICO prototype
currently has receive-only capability
with plans for the final system being
full Link-11 and Link-16 capable. The
ADF JICO prototype utilises the
following equipment:
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While the ADF JICO concept is still
being refined, ADFTA anticipate that
the final system will provide invaluable
visibility to ADF on TDL architecture
and capabilities and prove an essential
tool in ensuring effective tactical
information exchange for the ADF.
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NETWARS - An ADO Pilot Project
managed by the TIE IO
Ms Tracey Gaudry
Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office

Background
The complexity of emerging networked communication
capabilities necessitates the Australian Defence
Organisation (ADO) to acquire network modelling and
simulation tools to support capability development and
operational planning. At present, the Australian Defence
Organisation (ADO) has no joint C4 modelling and
simulation tool.
Network Warfare Simulation (NETWARS) is a product
developed by the US Defense Information Services
Agency (DISA) and is based on the Optimized Network
Engineering Tool (OPNET) core product. The ADO already
makes some use of OPNET in a number of areas. NETWARS
has been mandated as the US Joint Communications
Modelling and Simulation tool with its main applications
including:
» Network Traffic Analysis
» Evaluation of emerging technologies
» Support to rapid contingency planning
» Support to war-gaming.

Purpose and Objectives

In recent years a number of ADO parties have expressed
interest in the applicability of NETWARS for the ADO. This
consolidation of interest has resulted in the establishment
of the NETWARS Pilot Project, sponsored by the Network
Centric Warfare Program Office (NCW PO), managed by
the Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office
(TIE IO) and supported by eight other stakeholder
organisations.
The NETWARS Pilot Project commenced formally in
February 2006 and will conclude by December 2006.
Integrated Product Team (IPT) Stakeholder
Organisations
» Network Centric Warfare Project Office (NCW PO),
Capability Development Group - Project Sponsor
» Tactical Information Exchange Integration Office (TIE IO),
Defence Materiel Organisation - Project Management
and Coordination
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» Army Headquarters (AHQ), Army
» Army Simulation Office (ASO), Land Warfare
Development Centre
» Australian Defence Simulation Office (ADSO), Capability
Development Group
» Capability Management and Interoperability (CMI) &
Defence Network Systems Agency (DNSA), Chief
Information Officer Group
» Defence Science & Technology Organisation (DSTO)
Land Engineering Agency (LEA), Defence Materiel
Organisation
» Radio Frequency System Program Office (Project 		
SEA1442), Defence Materiel Organisation
» SA Government / Centre of Excellence in Defence and 		
Industry Systems Capability (CEDISC).

S

The purpose of the NETWARS Pilot Project is to assess the
scope of NETWARS as an ADO modelling and simulation
tool across a wide range of areas, from operational C4
planning to capability development. The NETWARS Pilot
Project comprises three main objectives:
1) Modelling and simulation: To assess NETWARS’
modelling and simulation capability based on
laboratory trials, and a single force operational
deployment scenario
2) Operational planning: To evaluate the utility of
NETWARS in the context of ADO communications
planning, including an assessment of the investment
required to fully implement NETWARS across the ADO
3) Capability development: Evaluate NETWARS as a
capability development tool in the context of ADF 2015
for developing, comparing and simulating Network
Centric Warfare (NCW) - capable communications
architectures.
These objectives will be realised through three distinct
Pilot sub-Projects.
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Pilot Project Status
The ADO has purchased 10 licences, valid for three years.
Training for 21 ADO personnel was undertaken during
June-July, establishing new network communications
modelling, simulation and planning capability across
the ADO. All Pilot sub-Projects have commenced, with
resources being committed from the ten IPT Stakeholder
organisations.
Contacts
For more information, please contact:
Ms Tracey Gaudry
NETWARS Pilot Project Manager
Telephone: +61 (0)2 62660740
Email: tracey.gaudry@defence.gov.au
or
Mr Andrew Shegog
NETWARS Pilot Project Technical Lead
Telephone: +61 (0)2 62660787
Email: andrew.shegog2@defence.gov.au

The DSTO Net Warrior
Exercises - The Airborne
Systems Connectivity
Environment Laboratory
Dr. Arthur Filippidis, Mr Brad Tobin
Airborne Mission Systems Branch, Air Operations
Division, DSTO.
Network Centric Warfare (NCW) and Experimentation
initiatives in DSTO aim to foster and coordinate network
centric research, addressing the research capability
gaps of Battle Labs. A series of Net Warrior exercises
is planned to build, demonstrate and enhance DSTO
Battle-lab interoperability. Through experimentation
the exercises are aimed at addressing new and evolving
NCW and mission system techniques and technologies
to enhance joint war fighting capabilities. Participants
of the initial Net Warrior exercises will include the
Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) Test-bed,
the “Future Ship” representing a maritime platform of
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the future, the Defence Regional Operating Centre
representing EASTROC, and the Air Defence Ground
Environment Simulator (ADGESIM). Tactical data
links are used to exchange and share battle-space
situational awareness information and is one of the
key elements of NCW. The Australian Defence Force
(ADF) has mandated the use of the “J- series family”
of messages associated with Tactical Information
Exchanges of the future. As in operational tactical data
link networking environments, J-series messages such
as link-16 will be the dominant message set used to
pass digital information between participating DSTO
Battle-labs. Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS)
using Advanced Distributed Simulation “protocols”
will also provide additional interoperability between
the nodes interacting with the J-series messages to
demonstrate what NCW is and what it can achieve.
The Airborne Systems Connectivity Environment
Laboratory (ASCEL) in the Air Operations Division
of DSTO provides the availability of several Tactical
Digital Information Link (TADIL) commercial off the
shelf (COTS) hardware and software. The various
COTS assets include the Northrop Grumman Dual Link
Simulator with Extended Capability (DLS-EC), Common
Connectivity Device (CCD), Gateway Manager and the
ANZUS Rosetta Link translator Gateway, for connecting
local and external simulators together and conducting
exercises which aim to comply with the general
principles outlined for the future Global Information
Grid (GIG). Currently the TADILS Wide Area Network
(WAN) linking all ADF simulators and Regional
Operational Centres is being rolled out by the
Australian Defence Force Tactical Authority (ADFTA). A
recently installed DSTO TADILS WAN node connected
to a Gateway Manager (located in the ASCEL) will
allow the four initial Net Warrior participants described
above to interact with external ADF simulators, real
operational platforms and participate or monitor
future coalition exercises in the ASCEL. Net Warrior
experiments will also help us understand the potential
interoperability benefits of TADIL Gateways, and how
the ADF fit into the future GIG with coalition forces.
The DSTO developed simulator ADGESIM is a
high fidelity system used by the RAAF for training,
and controllers in their operational systems. Figure 1
displays a possible short term (within DSTO) Net Warrior
architecture using the ADGESIM software together with
the DLS-EC, Rosetta and CCD in the ASCEL interacting
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using the DIS and J-series networks with the 3
other nodes described above. ADGESIM in this
initial architecture consist of a DIS radio, Qantas
airline scheduler (which can create way points and
schedules), world viewer (showing world entities),
After Action Review (AAR) data logger and the
Soliypsys Multi-Source Correlator/Tracker (MSCT)
and Tactical Display Framework (TDF). The Australian
Air Traffic System (TAATS) and Jindalee Operational
Radar Network (JORN) Over The Horizon (OTH)
simulators developed by Permian monitors the
virtual environment on the DIS network and produce
J-series messages. In recent tests of this architecture,
DIS entities were stored in the AAR logger and
successfully sent to the DLS-EC via the CCD as J-series
entities, hence demonstrating the first steps in
connectivity between ASCEL and the ADGESIM node.
Like the DROC node, full connectivity cannot be
demonstrated with the ADGESIM node until J-series
messages are successfully received from the MSCT
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(the equivalent of receiving J-series messages from the
Permian applications). In recent experimental tests in
the ASCEL, DIS entities were sent from the logger to the
Permian TAATS and JORN simulators producing J-series
messages and verified using the DLS-EC via the CCD.
These results will lay the groundwork in verifying the
connection of the AEW&C node (using the Rosetta
and DLS-EC) to the DROC node which has the
Soliypsys MSCT and TDF.

Figure 1: Displays a possible Net Warrior DIS and
J-series short term architecture (within DSTO) using
the ADGESIM, DLS-EC and CCD in the ASCEL of
the AOD together with several of the external
nodes located in the Intelligence Surveillance &
Reconnaissance Division (ISRD) and the Maritime
Operations Division (MOD).
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ANZAC Ship sails closer to a multi-link capability
Mr Daniel Caon
Saab Systems Australia Pty Ltd
The Joint Project, JP2089, will deliver a number of
Tactical Information Exchange (TIE) systems that meet the
Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) standards
for the Tactical Information Exchange Domain (TIED).
These include Tactical Digital Information Links (TADILs)
such as Link 16 and Variable Message Format (VMF).

interoperability between the ANZAC Class and other ADF
platforms, further strengthening the TIE architecture while
extending the battle space supported by the TIE. These
improvements will also apply to interoperability with
United States Forces and other coalition nations.

The scope of JP2089 is to:

The ANZAC Ship Alliance, an alliance between the
Commonwealth of Australia, Tenix Defence and Saab
Systems, is undertaking the task to upgrade the ANZAC
Ship to a multi-link capability on behalf of JP2089. In J
une 2006 the shortlist of tenderers for the supply of a
Data Link Processor (DLP) was announced: Aerosystems
International, from England, and Northrop Grumman
Mission Systems from the USA. The ANZAC Ship will
also have installed a Link 16 Multifunctional Information
Distribution System Low Volume Terminal (MIDS LVT). Two
suppliers, both from the USA, Data Link Solutions (through
Rockwell Collins Australia) and ViaSat are bidding for the
supply of these MIDS terminals.

1) Define the standards for the ADF TIED to ensure Joint
and Combined Interoperability,
2) Deliver the infrastructure to support the ADF TIED, and
3) Invest in legacy systems to enable them to operate to
the required standards.

These short listed tenders will work will the ASA over the
coming months to refine the requirements in the lead up
to the Defence Capability Committee (DCC) meeting in
November 2006, which should lead to contracts being
put in place to allow work to commence in July 2007.

One of these legacy systems is the ANZAC Ship which
currently has a single TADIL, Link 11. Adding a Link 16
and VMF capability to the ANZAC Ship will improve

Figure 1: The ANZAC Ship will be a significant TIE
participant once its multi-link upgrade is complete
around 2010.

The concept of the TIED is to establish a coherent
and coordinated environment for tactical information
exchange through a system-of-systems data network,
and to achieve joint and combined interoperability across
the Australian Defence Force (ADF) by 2015. JP2089 has
been established to achieve this system-of-systems
architecture.
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Contacts

Membership reminder

Gary Moran
Co-chair Defence - IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter

Please note you will be sent a reminder via
the International Data Link Society if your
membership is about to expire.
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E

61 2 6266 0734
61 410 610 238
gary.moran@defence.gov.au

Jock McManus
Co-chair Industry- IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter
P
M
E

61 8 8343 3719
61 412 218 556
jock.mcmanus@saabsystems.com.au

To renew your membership please logon to:
www.idlsoc.com
A ‘grace’ period is granted for lapsed
memberships - providing you with a
discounted renewal fee.
For further information please contact:
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au

Carmen O’Keefe
Secretariat - IDL Soc AS/NZ Chapter
P
M
E

61 2 6266 0837
61 404 783 667
carmen.okeefe@defence.gov.au

Disclaimer: The articles contained within this newsletter represent the views and
opinions of the individual authors and not the views of the ADF and the Australian
Industry as a whole.
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